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Community-engaged scholarship (CES) is:

- An approach for scientific and scholarly work (not a methodology)
- Applied across all scientific and artistic disciplines (not limited to the social sciences and applied fields)

**Key premise:** Scholarly and scientific inquiry is enriched and leads to greater societal impact when

- It aims to benefit the academy and the community
- Both the academy and community take responsibility for ensuring such mutual benefits.
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Adapted from the Community-Campus Partnerships for Health (CCPH)
Some Leading Agencies & Philanthropies with Explicit Support for CES

Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
Annie E. Casey Foundation
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Department of Defense
Department of Education
Department of Justice
Ford Foundation
National Endowment for the Arts
National Endowment for the Humanities
National Institutes of Health
National Science Foundation
Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute
Rockefeller Foundation
The California Endowment
W. K. Kellogg Foundation
How can ReCCES help you?

1. Database of tools and tips for research, teaching, grant writing, and dissemination
2. Access to a growing network of faculty, student and community collaborators
3. Coaching to help you align your research and scholarly work with CES funders and professional initiatives
4. Support to effectively incorporate CES into your tenure and promotion process
How can you participate in ReCCES?

1. Attend ReCCES events *(see calendar)*
   - Monthly “IdeaShare”
   - Spring Conference & Research Week

2. Tell us what you are doing and need
   - How can we best support you?
   - What barriers can we help you overcome?

3. Join and grow the ReCCES Network
   - Tell your colleagues and students
   - Graduate Student Award competition